Suggested Facility Use Policy
Church facilities have been provided by the sacrificial giving of the church members and
adherents of this church for religious worship and religious activities. (Mk. 11:7, Ps. 26:8, 132:7)
All use of the church facility shall be supervised by appointed church leaders and in accordance
with all other church policies.
Church facilities may be utilized or rented by other non-profit ministries of compatible doctrine
and mission. We do so to advance the Kingdom and to demonstrate our unity in Christ Jesus.
The Church facilities may also be used by public institutions when such activities are
considered to be in the benefit of the community and are consistent with the church’s mission to
the community. (Dt. 17:8-9, Nu 35:11, Le 14:2, Je 7:11) For example, the following uses might be
acceptable: use by a public school for graduation or recital, use by police and fire department
for a safety seminar or emergency center, use by a civic government as a polling place. We do so
to serve our community and to demonstrate the love of Jesus for our world.
Rental of the facilities to public institutions who publicly advocate beliefs or practices
that contradict the church’s doctrine or mission and/or for activities that contradict the church’s
doctrine and mission is prohibited. Such would be a grave violation of the church’s faith and
religious practice. (Je 7:11, 2 Co 6:14, 1 Th 5:22) This prohibition includes use of any portion of
the church’s facility or property.
Rental of the facilities for commercial purposes or private individuals is prohibited.
All approved usage of the facility by outside entities shall be approved by the church
board, and such entities must provide evidence of insurance coverage naming the church as
additionally insured. Remuneration for such usage shall be established by the church board, to
reimburse the church for costs incurred to provide the facility, and should in no case exceed
market rates.
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